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Introduction; 

Civilizational progress throughout all ages was related to progressing at practicing human rights and 

elevating those rights, human being build civilizations and make progression and development. 

From here those rights had to be established to help rising up with development and progression wheel 

of the societies. Those rights are global humane demand and their absence affect stability and rising of 

societies due to what they might cause from violations and wars among human community members. 

Human rights are things that are ingrained inside each individual despite religion, sex, racism, or color. 

Everyone is equal in rights, duties and human dignity. Allah said” we honored sons of Adam and carried 

them in land and in sea and blessed them with good and preferred them over many of our creatures”. 

Human rights were confessed by heavenly canons before even human laws, they are actually god gift 

that no one has the right to take them away from others, they are fixed so human can live in dignity and 

enjoy safety, security, peace and stability which is reflected on the society where he lives as prosperity 

and development. 

Human rights nowadays face many challenges that are reflected on practicing those rights till it reached 

removing those rights by law, even legislation of laws that encourage that. Which negatively affected 

communities where those people live in,and such regression in practicing the individual rights 

affectedthe progress of societies and explosion of social,economical and political problems . 

In order to explain the relation between civilization and the degree of human practicing their rights 

through this research we will show the concept of the right and its titles, characters, classifications and 

resources, and the relation between civilization and human rights then human rights in ancient 

civilization then in Islam and its specialty in this field and ending with statement about human rights 

violations and recommendations to prevent more of them. 
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